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Frontier IP spins out third Portuguese firm Insignals
Neurotech
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Frontier IP Group Plc (LON:FIPP) has unveiled its third Portuguese spin out,
Insignals Neurotech.
The IP commercialisation firm said it would hold a 33% stake in Insignals,
which is a spin-out from the work of Professor João Paulo Cunha at the
University of Porto and is developing wearable wireless devices to precisely
measure wrist rigidity to help surgeons place brain implants more accurately
during surgery on patients with Parkinson's, epilepsy, and other neural
conditions.
WATCH: Frontier IP spins out third Portuguese firm Insignals Neurotech
Wrist rigidity is used by doctors to decide the optimum position for an implant
during surgery, but currently, this is done by two trained surgeons making a
judgement by manually manipulating the wrist, meaning the procedure can be
biased by the physicians' experience and perception.
Frontier said the device could help pharmaceutical companies monitor or
assess the impact of new drugs in rigidity reduction during clinical trials, adding
that Insignals had already received interest from potential industry partners and
was looking to enter collaboration agreements to extend clinical trials in
Portugal, the UK, and Germany.
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Neil Crabb, Frontier's chief executive, said that Insignals technology had "the
potential to improve the accuracy of where to place an implant and relieve the
symptoms of Parkinson's disease and other neural conditions".
"The spin-out provides further evidence that we are now gaining serious traction in Portugal, a country with a lot of
exciting IP and few companies providing commercialisation services."
João Paulo Cunha, co-founder of Insignals, added: "The creation of the Insignals Neurotech startup with our partners
from Frontier IP will provide a strong innovation vehicle to consolidate the neuro-technology we've been developing for
several years."
In early trading Tuesday, Frontier IP shares were up 0.6% at 87p.
--Adds share price--
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portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored to your specific situation.
In exchange for publishing services rendered by the Company on behalf of Frontier IP Group PLC named herein, including the promotion by the Company of
Frontier IP Group PLC in any Content on the Site, the Company receives from said issuer annual aggregate cash compensation in the amount up to Twenty
Five
Thousand
dollars
($25,000).
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